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This guide will show you in 5 minutes some of the main functionalities of the platform such as
charting, toolbars and placing orders. NanoTrader Free offers much more functionalities than those
presented in this guide. Some key concepts require your attention. These concepts are identified by
the following icon
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This simple startpage consists of six building blocks. Each block is
discussed in the guide.
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Quoteboard
The quoteboard contains your selection of tradeable instruments. It can
be used as a starting for some of the major functionalities.

Right-click in the quoteboard opens the context menu.

You can make and save numerous quoteboards. One workspace
(lay-out) can contain several quoteboards.
Remember to save your changes under a name of your choice.

Changing a chart ...
If the chart is linked to the quoteboard: click the instrument in
your quoteboard.
If the chart is not linked to the quoteboard: drag the instrument
onto the chart.
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Charts
You can select every setting possible for the charts and combine them with all possible technical
analysis indicators. Once you have made a chart which you like, you can save it either as a „Study“
or as a „Template Study“.
A study is for a specific instrument. A template study is for all instruments in the platform. Using a
template study you can immediately open a similar chart for every tradeable instrument in the
platform.
Remember to save any chart you like under a name of your choice.
Setting chart parameters and adding technical analysis is done via the toolbars.

Drawing tools.

Select chart type: line, bar, candle, Heikin Ashi.

Save your template
Open an existing template
Add an indicator
Set timeframe
Load more historical data
Zoom out and in
Maximum enlarge chart
X and Y axes are visible
Detach chart from main window
Labels visible in chart

Order fills visible in chart. One-click orders.

The toolbars can be included in the every chart or they can be shown once at the top of the
platform. By showing them once only at the top of the platform you save a lot of space in your
charts. This can be set in Extras - Options.
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Linking Charts
Charts can be linked to one another and to a quoteboard.
In the chart select the same colour as the colour code of the quoteboard. Click any instrument in
the quoteboard and the linked chart will show the instrument.
Linking charts to one another is also done by selecting the same colour code in each chart.
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Timed Exit
The flat filter can be used to automatically close an open position at a specific point in time.
1. Click this icon and add the flat filter. It is
possible to add more than one flat filter.

2. Configure
the filter. At the
start of the
period and
during the
period you
indicate, an
open position
will be closed
automatically.
This trader
wishes to close
at 10h00 the
position he
bought earlier
at 9h40.

3. Activate TradeGuard with a left-mouseclick.

The position
was closed
automatically
at 10h00.
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Adding and Interpreting Indicators
The (combined) opinion of indicators is reflected in the background of the charts.
1. Click this icon and add one or more
indicators.

This trader added two indicator below his masterchart.
Each indicator has its own bullish or bearish opinion
which is shown by the background colour. The
masterchart reflects the combined opinion of both
indicators. This is unique!

2. Select if you wish to
see the indicator in or
below your masterchart.
3. Select if you wish the
opinion (bullish or
bearish) of an indicator
to colour the background
of the charts.
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Main ToolBar
Via the Main ToolBar some important functionalities are activated and/or
managed.

Open a new chart

Manage your lay-outs
and pages. Define a
startpage

Visit the trading store

Save all – templates,
pages, lay-outs

Same-size all charts

Chat with the WHS
support team

Select papertrade or a
real account

Close open positions
and open orders

Visit the trading
forum

Manage quoteboards

Trading articles, ideas
and reports from WHS.
Add RSS feeds of your
choice

Additional applications
such as Group Trading
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Orderpad
The orderpad in each chart gives a summary overview and allows several
one-click orders and instructions.

Show orderpad

One-click orders (or not)

Select account
Your open position
Your entry price
Current profit (loss)
Last price
Order volume
Buy (sell) the set order
volume
Buy (sell) 1
Reverse position
Close position &
cancel all orders for this instrument

Double position
Cancel all orders on this instrument
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Orderticket
A classic orderticket appears when you click the buy or sell button in the
chart. You can, when placing your order, add a stop and a target order.
These will be placed automatically once your position is open.

In this example the target is set to +2,9% and the stop to -1,6%. This
results in a return/risico ratio of 1,8.
Click the red arrow in front of the future orders in the chart and drag
them to a stop and target of your choice.

Once an order has been placed, you can
click the orderlabel to see the Tactic
buttons. In one-click you can change the
price level or you can change the ordertype.
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10 Different Stop Order Types
10 different stop order types are available via the blue Tactic buttons. You
can select those you wish to see and configure their settings.
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Stop Order on Trendline
You can place a stop order on your trendline. The stop will automatically
follow the trendline.
2. Activate TradeGuard with a left-mouseclick

1. Draw your
trendline and
select Long-Stop
and Short-Stop.

Once you open a
position the stop
will automatically
place itself on
your trendline and
will then follow it
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Account
The account window shows the account status, the open positions, the
open orders and the executed orders. The account window can also
function as a quoteboard.
It is possible to have the papertrade account and one or more real
accounts open at the same time.

Use these tabs to see all open orders
and to see all executed orders.

Buying power, profit/loss, equity, margin
required, margin percentage.
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PagesBar
The PagesBar at the bottom of the platform allows you to make several
workspaces and keep them updated simultaneously. By using the buttons
you can cycle through your workspaces.

Click ‚Configure‘ to add or to remove workspaces from your layout.

You do not want the PagesBar at the
bottom of your platform? Click View and
untick PagesBar.
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Trading Strategies
The platform contains 3 strategies as examples. They will show a signal
but not place an order. Automated trading is not available via the
NanoTrader Free. Automated and semi-automated trading IS availabe via
the NanoTrader Full. NanoTrader Full contains over 45 trading strategies
often designed by famous traders.
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